Harvard Graduate Legal Philosophy Colloquium
Harvard Law School
November 7 & 8, 2014
(All panels will take place in WCC 2019 Milstein West B, unless otherwise noted.)

November 7

9:00am - 9:30am: Registration and Breakfast

09:30am - 11:10am: Panel A
“Two Distinctions In Authority”
Micha Glaeser, Harvard University
Commentator: Professor Arthur Applbaum, Harvard Kennedy School

“How to See Law as Morality: a Suggestion”
Steven Schaus, Stanford Law School/University of Michigan
Commentator: Professor Scott Hershovitz, Michigan Law School

11:10am - 11:30am: Coffee Break

11:30am - 12:30am: Key-note speaker
Professor Thomas M. Scanlon, Harvard University

12:30pm - 1:30pm: Lunch (Lewis 214A)

1:30pm - 3:10pm: Panel B

“Expression, Recognition, and Autonomy”
Daniel Putnam, Yale University
Commentator: Professor Frances Kamm, Harvard University

“Responsibility Under Corrective Justice as a Necessity for any Legitimate Distributive System”
Helen Eenmaa-Dimitrieva, Yale Law School
Commentator: Professor Lewis Sargentich, Harvard Law School

3:10pm - 3:30pm: Coffee Break

3:30pm - 5:10pm: Panel C
Emad Atiq, Princeton University/Yale Law School
Erin Miller, Princeton University/Yale Law School
Commentator: Professor Tommie Shelby, Harvard University

“Degrees of Belief, Moral Judgment, and Legal Responsibility”
Boris Babic, University of Michigan/Harvard Law School
Commentator: Professor Paulo Barrozo, Boston College Law School

5:10pm - 5:30pm: Coffee Break

5:30pm - 7:10pm: Panel D
“Faultless Disagreement in Matters of Law”
Andrej Kristan, University of Genoa
Giulia Pravato, Ca’ Foscari University/University of Barcelona
Commentator: Professor David Lyons, Boston University

“Phenomenology & Analytic Method in the Philosophy of Law”
Binesh Hass, University of Oxford
Commentator: Professor Duncan Kennedy, Harvard Law School

7:10pm - 9:00pm: Reception & Dinner
(WCC 2036 Milstein East C)

November 8

9:00am - 9:30am: Breakfast

9:30am - 11:10am: Graduate Workshop Section I

11:10am - 11:30am: Coffee Break

11:30am - 1:10pm: Graduate workshop Section II

For the full program, please visit our website at www.graduatecolloquium.law.harvard.edu